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Help Wanted
Opportunity Resources, Inc. is seeking individuals who want a meaningful job supporting
Persons with Disabilities in Enhancing their Quality of Life. We have a variety of FT/PT regular
positions $11.00/hr. and sub-positions $9.75/hr. that may fit your lifestyle. Evenings, Overnights
& Weekend hours available. Excellent Benefits! Must Have: Valid Mt driver license, No history of
neglect, abuse or exploitation. Applications available at OPPORTUNITY RESOURCES, INC., 2821
S. Russell, Missoula, MT. 59801 or online at www.orimt.org. Extensive background checks will
be completed. NO RESUMES. EEO/AA-M/F/disability/protected veteran status.
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I Buy Imports < Subaru < Toyota-Japanese/German Cars & Trucks. Nice, ugly, running or not
327-0300
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It’s no secret that our classified ads are a
great deal! $5 for the first 10 words, $.0.25
for each additional word. Add logo for $15

Email ads@montanakaimin.com
NEWSROOM STAFF

The Montana Kaimin is a weekly independent student
newspaper at the University of Montana. It does not
condone or encourage any illegal activities. The Kaimin
office and the University of Montana are located on
land originally inhabited by the Salish People. Kaimin is
a derivative
‘ ‘ of a Salish langage word, “Qeymin,” that is
pronounced kay-MEEN and means “book,” “message,” or
“paper that brings news.”
For comments, corrections or letters to the editor, contact
editor@montanakaimin.com or call (406) 243-4310.
For advertising opportunities, contact
ads@montanakaimin.com or call (406) 243-6541.
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Editorial: Whose grievances matter at UM?
This month, UM found itself having to respond to two students who claimed their access
to equal opportunity and a discrimination-free
campus was violated. We are not necessarily interested in the respective validity of these two
claims, but instead in the radically different ways
President Seth Bodnar chose to respond to each of
them.
About two weeks ago, a UM psychology and
political science student was tabling in the UC
for the right-wing nonprofit Turning Point USA
(TPUSA) when she encountered a group of students who, she claims, told her to “fuck your organization.”
The TPUSA member claimed that these students had been sent to her table by their professor
to provoke her as well as her fellow TPUSA mem-

bers. After the incident, this student filed a report
to UM’s Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action office, receiving a prompt response that they
would be investigating her claim.
Several days later, President Seth Bodnar sent
out a campus wide email addressing this incident,
stating that a student had recently felt harassed
due to her “expression of politically conservative
views” and that UM takes “all allegations of discrimination and harassment very seriously.”
Some details not mentioned in President Seth
Bodnar’s email include the fact that TPUSA maintains a professor watchlist (on which several UM
professors have been listed) and that according to
TPUSA founder Charlie Kirk, the expressed goal
of these watchlists is to document and expose
“college professors who discriminate against con-

BIG UPS & BACKHANDS
Big Ups to Seth Bodnar’s half-court
basket, the real highlight of Cat-Griz.
Backhands to people who are still
anti-Semitic in 2019. WTF.
Big Ups to the petition to sell Montana
to Canada. Let’s GTFO.
Backhands to UM Dining for throwing
a better party for their ducks than for
their students.
Big Ups to the dark energy ripping apart
the universe 9% faster than expected.
ILLUSTRATIONS BY LINDSEY SEWELL | MONTANA KAIMIN

servative students, promote anti-American values
and advance leftist propaganda in the classroom.”
This, however, was not the only alleged discriminatory event to take place at UM this month.
There was also the case of an off-campus field trip
in which an indigenous UM student witnessed
the use of a slur historically wielded against Montana’s Chippewa Cree population.
This student requested a meeting with President Bodnar to discuss a formal process by which
facilitators of off-campus field trips might be held
to the same codes of conduct as those employed
by UM. Despite the student’s request that a reporter be present, Kaimin reporters were refused
entry by UM spokesperson Paula Short, informed
that this would be a closed meeting.
So, President Bodnar’s response to the of-

fended conservative student was to send out a
campus-wide email, while his response to the aggrieved indigenous student was to make sure no
one outside the confines of the meeting knew the
incident took place.
In his email, President Bodnar justified the
seriousness with which his administration takes
allegations of discrimination and harassment
with the claim that they “believe in the dignity
and worth of every member of our community.”
It would be nice to see that tenet applied more
consistently by this administration.

LIKE IT? HATE IT? WISH WE WERE DEAD?
Email us your opinions at
editor@montanakaimin.com

LET T E R TO T HE E D I TO R

Your Voice: Legislative Sessions
As a student, I can’t help but think about
higher education funding as we continue the
2019 Legislative Session. State funding for public
universities has taken a nosedive since 2008. Although spending has been on the rise in recent
years, funding was still down 16 percent in 2017,
adjusted for inflation, from where it was in 2008.
This drives up tuition and forces universities to
make-do with less at the educational expense of
students.
Montanans clearly value public education,
as we have largely bucked these national trends.
State higher education funding rose by 5.1 percent, adjusted for inflation, since 2008 in Montana, making us one of only five states that flout
the national trend. Even though we have staved
off cuts, we are still the seventeenth lowest public
university spender per student in the nation. We
can do better. As we see enrollment fall overall in
the Montana University System, we should ask
ourselves this legislative session if we will honor
our values and do all we can to preserve affordable, high-quality public university education in
Montana, or if we will settle for “good enough.”

It’s frustrating to hear statistics like 1 in
50 people will be victims of revenge porn
within the general public and now suffer
mental health implications. Of these people,
many are also often ashamed or scared to
come forward.
Victims of revenge porn often lose their
jobs or find themselves unable to get a job
as a result of this nonconsensual sharing of
someone’s photos. House Bill 192 would be a
tool to help stop the amount of people negatively affected by revenge porn and help
protect Montanans.
It is imperative that we find a solution
and support this bill as this law would protect victims and ensure justice would be
served.
Kayla Sheridan

Katjana Stutzer

montanakaimin.com February 27-March 5, 2019
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University gardener speaks for the trees
ERIN SARGENT

erin.sargent@umontana.edu
Down a narrow staircase to the basement
of the University Center, a fenced off room
stands out, lit up with sunlamps and full of
tropical plants. Inside, two women work to
re-pot some new arrivals.
One of the women is Kelly Chadwick, the
UC Gardens manager. For 36 years, Chadwick has been managing the gardens across
campus, from the native gardens outside to
the tropical plants located in the UC.
“That’s a pitcher plant,” Chadwick says,
pointing out one of the tropicals under a sunlamp. “It’s carnivorous, but not to you,” she
smiles. “It’s really a neat plant.”
Chadwick and her students spend their
time caring for the plants all throughout the
University Center. They fight insects, clean
plants and compost regularly to keep the
system maintained. Most of the job, unsurprisingly, consists of watering every single
plant on all three stories of the building,
which Chadwick said can take about twoand-a-half days.
Chadwick is the second gardener to be
hired at the University Center. Back in 1983,
she was working at a local plant store in Missoula, the Earth Jar. Chadwick took the job
at the UC and started working with the new
tropical plants the UC Student Board had
just approved. Early on in her work at the
UC, Chadwick discovered her love for the
job. She was drawn to the science of plants
as well as the holistic approaches to gardens.
“It was kind of a fluke that I got this job,”
Chadwick said. “I never really thought I
would stay. But at the same time, it’s always
been a really interesting job, a really challenging job, because I can always learn. I’m
in a perfect environment to learn.”
Once she started working at the UC,
Chadwick decided to immerse herself in
the community. She currently volunteers
with the Montana Native Plants Society on
campus, which is the State of Montana Arboreum. “As the gardener here, I met gardeners,” she said. “There’s a lot of gardeners, but
there’s a lot of scientists too. It drew my in-
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terest more toward the science of plants and
being a little more environmental.”
Upstairs in the UC Branch Center, Chadwick and one of her students, Maggie Gammons, work to re-pot a dracaena massangeana,
or corn plant (not actually corn), that’s been
struggling to stay healthy due to a lack of
constant sunlight. Gammons, 21, is an environmental studies major. She met Chadwick
at an event at the UM FLAT, a sustainable
living community for students at UM. Gammons has been working with Chadwick in
the gardens for about a year.
“I always wanted to work here,” Gammons said, scooping dirt from a Folger’s tin
into the corn plant pot. “I don’t really know
what I want to do yet, but I’m really interested in agro-ecology and farming and gardening.”
Gammons spends most of her work hours
spraying the plants throughout the building.
The spray is a mix of organic soap and rubbing alcohol — a safe and affordable form
of insect control. Chadwick said that it’s important to her that they use nothing toxic and
that they stick to natural insecticides. Chadwick even orders larger insect predators to
hunt the smaller insects that eat her plants.
“Those are fun,” Chadwick said. “So we
have predators that are specific to the insects
that we have, and they do a really good job.
You can see where they’ve been.”
On the way to the UC Commons to continue watering plants (pushing a two-tier
cart holding four buckets of water), Chadwick and Gammons stop to point out a tree
three stories tall, which stands next to the
UC’s central staircase.
“The Fiddly Fig has been here since before I started, since ‘72,” Chadwick said. The
Fiddly Fig tree and the Monkey Puzzle tree
(a big leafy tree on the first floor) are Chadwick’s two favorite plants in the UC.
Chadwick has been working on some
new projects throughout the University
campus, including a medicinal garden and
an indoor beehive in the UC Tech Lounge.
She currently oversees the UC Gardens, the
native gardens and the vegetable gardens
across campus.

University Center Gardens manager Kelly Chadwick after watering plants in the UC Commons.
ELI IMADALI | MONTANA KAIMIN

New Gen Ed model in the works,
students and faculty weigh in

LINDSEY SEWELL | MONTANA KAIMIN

CAMERON KIA WEIX

cameron.kiaweix@umontana.edu
Every student is required to take general education classes, but UM is trying to reshape what
some see as a chore into the cornerstone of its undergrad curriculum.
The so-called Gen Ed Committee is working
on a new model, which the University plans to
eventually introduce as a pilot program for new
students. As the Kaimin reported, work began last
fall at the request of the provost. Surveys of students and faculty have tried to determine public
opinion on what works and what doesn’t on campus.
James Randall, a music professor and the committee chair, said the pilot will be delayed. UM
had initially planned to start the pilot in the fall of
2019. He said the committee needed more time to
consider a moderately different model versus one
with more dramatic changes.
“We really want to get this right,” Randall said.
“It is a pilot program, but there’s still the sense that
we should have the best model so that we’re doing
our best by students.”
The committee surveyed faculty in November,
2018, with 96 respondents. Former ASUM Senator
Eli Brown also conducted a survey of students in
October, 2018.
ASUM Senator Daniel Parsons, who serves on
the Gen Ed Committee, said the student survey
was somewhat limited in scope, but it was a good
idea. He said the Gen Ed Committee discussed
conducting another student survey.
“We definitely want to get feedback from students on the two plans,” Randall said.
Forty-six percent of students surveyed found
the current Gen Ed requirements difficult or somewhat difficult to understand. Forty-one percent of

faculty surveyed said they were unsatisfied or
very unsatisfied with the current model.
The current model has 11 categories and requires 28 to 49 credits, according to UM’s website.
Seventy percent of faculty surveyed said reducing
the credit load was important or very important.
Eighty-one percent of students surveyed said it
should be either 31 to 35 credits or under 31 credits.
The more moderate proposal requires 36 credits at most, according to the draft proposal. It also
puts the current categories in four larger groups to
give students more flexibility to fulfill the requirements.
The proposed model reduces the foreign
language requirement from two semesters to
one. It also removes the exception for students in
high-credit majors, so everyone would have to
take a foreign language or test out. Fifty-three percent of students surveyed said languages should
be required.
The committee has also considered adding a
required freshman seminar to the new Gen Ed
model. The class would focus on campus resources and designing a path to graduation, according
to the draft proposal.
“I think that would be good to incorporate in
Gen Ed,” Parsons said. “You don’t really get a crash
course when you come to college.”
Sixty-one percent of faculty surveyed agreed
or strongly agreed Gen Ed should include a freshman seminar. Sixty-seven percent of students surveyed said Gen Ed should not include a freshman
seminar.
Randall said things are up in the air right now
and the committee would take more time to put
together the pilot.
“If we move the deadline back another year,
we’ll have a lot more time to flesh out some of
those more radical proposals,” Parsons said.
montanakaimin.com February 27-March 5, 2019
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Sexual assault reporting may become
mandatory for Greek Life presidents

HALISIA HUBBARD | MONTANA KAIMIN

HELENA DORE
helenamay.dore@umontana.edu
Greek Life officials want to make it mandatory for fraternity and sorority presidents
to report cases of sexual assault to the University. They are in the final stages of drafting these revisions to the Greek Life and University of Montana mutual agreement.
“We hold ourselves to higher standards,”
Fraternity and Sorority Involvement Director Lacey Zinke said. “We want to be survi-
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vor-centered.”
Zinke is a mandatory reporter for cases of
sexual assault, but the mutual agreement between Greek Life and the University currently does not require fraternity and sorority
presidents to report sexual assault. This is because it is unclear whether chapter presidents
should be considered peers to the victims, responsible for honoring their requests for confidentiality, or officials who are responsible
for upholding the values of Greek Life.
“It’s not a straightforward situation,” said

Adrianne Donald, University Center director
and fraternity and sorority involvement supervisor.
Student Advocacy Resource Center
(SARC) Director Drew Colling said most students who seek services from SARC because
of sexual assault first disclose the assault to a
friend. SARC provides survivors confidential
and comprehensive counseling as well as advocacy services.
Hopefully the friend provides a good response, Colling said. “The biggest hurdle that

N E WS | U N U S UA L AC T I V I T I E S
survivors face is victim-blaming.”
Earlier this month, the Missoulian reported that in July 2018, the Missoula County
Attorney's Office filed charges of sexual intercourse without consent against a fraternity member in the Missoula area. A sorority
member, whose membership from the sorority was later terminated, had reported a rape
to police that school year.
The former sorority member pursued a
Title IX investigation. She alleged that her
sorority president retaliated against her
when she expressed
her intent to report the
assault and other problems within Greek Life
to the University.
According
to
Colling, lateral oppression — a situation where an assault
survivor’s own peers
retaliate against her —
is a universal problem
that is part of a broader cultural sickness.
“Women also engage
in rape myths,” she
said.
While the Equal
Opportunity
and
Affirmative
Action
(EOAA) Director did
not find enough evidence to substantiate
the woman’s claims of
retaliation, questions about a lack of University oversight and insular culture in Greek
Life, especially in cases of sexual assault, were
raised. The Title IX investigation prompted
by the former sorority member resulted in
a review of campus policies and procedures
related to campus oversight in the Greek system. Fraternities and sororities are private organizations that receive recognition from the
University because their missions are to provide “scholarship, friendship and human service.” The University and Greek Life have a
mutual agreement document, which outlines
what powers the University has in enforcing
student rules and regulations.
Balancing fraternities’ and sororities’
right to privacy as independent student
groups and the University’s right to oversee

student conduct has been an ongoing issue at
UM.
For decades, the mutual agreement document has been revised to clarify the University’s powers of oversight. Zinke and Donald
are now trying to revise the document once
again. But finding the middle ground between privacy and oversight is a problem
that not just UM, but universities across the
country are facing.
In December, 2018, the Associated Press
reported that two fraternities and two sororities filed a lawsuit
against Harvard University for an allegedly sexist 2016 campus
policy. According to
the policy, members of
single-gender student
groups (such as Greek
Life) are barred from
various
leadership
roles, like leading campus groups and sports
teams.
The suit claims
that the Harvard policy violates Title IX,
a 1972 law that bans
exclusion and discrimination in higher education on the basis of
sex. Although the policy was targeted at deterring membership in
“final clubs,” secretive
all-male groups that have been frequently
correlated to cases of sexual assault, Harvard
University’s attempt to tighten oversight negatively impacted other co-ed student groups,
like Greek Life. This resulted in the lawsuit
that is now pending in Boston’s federal court.
The Harvard case underscores how complex it can be to balance University oversight
with the rights of private organizations like
fraternities and sororities. “When they’re
played out in the media, there are stereotypes
that take place,” Donald said.
Before going into effect, the proposed revisions to the UM-Greek Life mutual agreement will have to be approved by the Interfraternity and Panhellenic Councils, two
groups formed by representatives from each
fraternity and sorority house.

Fraternity and
sorority presidents
are currently not
required to report
cases of sexual
assault. This could
change if the
Greek Life councils
approve revisions
to the UM-Greek
Life mutual
agreement.

Log day: Woodsmen head to Grizzly Pool

Shea Shuldt and Dawson Dillon joust pool noodles in an attempt to knock the other off the key log and into
the Grizzly Pool on Feb. 23, 2019. QUINN CORCORAN | MONTANA KAIMIN

PAUL HAMBY

paul.hamby@umontana.edu
Members of the University of Montana’s
Woodsman Team met at the Grizzly Pool Feb. 23 to
spend the afternoon key log rolling.
Although temperatures have consistently
stayed below freezing for the past few weeks, the
Woodsman Team keeps its burling skills sharp
for upcoming competitions by training indoors on
campus.
“It’s good to be able to have a place that we can
go to year-round, especially since you don’t want to
be outside right now,” Woodsman Team coach Eric
Hoberg said.
Hoberg, a UM alumnus who has coached
the Woodsman Team for 12 years, and the other
team members train at the Grizzly pool Mondays,
Wednesdays and occasionally on Saturdays during
recreational swim hours.
Although they use a key log to train, developed
over several decades from composite materials and
introduced to the Grizzly Pool in 2015, burling is
done on a cedar log.
“You can’t really use a real log in a swimming
pool,” said Hoberg. “You get wood chips caught up
in the filter.”
Burling, a competition with two men or women balancing on a log for time, makes up only one
event during Collegiate Timbersport tournaments.
Other competitions include axe-throwing and
crosscut-sawing. UM’s team will be going to the
University of Vancouver on March 9 to compete.
Today, the team is training according to a reg-

iment set by pool head staff member and wildlife
biology major Nick Langer. Known as the Burling
Bonanza, exercises include “gotta catch ‘em all” and
“jousting.”
“I’m not that coordinated,” team captain Owen
Oster said while lifting himself onto the log.
“Then you’re not going to be good at this,”
Langer said, as the two started passing a ball.
Owen got two passes in before dropping into
the water. Caitlin Lucas, a national exchange student who has competed in Woodsmen events for
three years, followed Oster and chalked up over a
dozen passes.
Langer, who has worked at the Grizzly Pool for
three years, developed the regiment last semester.
Although the Woodsman Team gets the most mileage out of the key log, anyone can use it while it’s
available during rec swim hours. He and five other
head staff members also coach newcomers to key
log rolling.
Saturday had one of the better turnouts key log
rolling had seen, Langer said.
He attached plastic paddles to either end of the
log to slow its roll, acting as training wheels. For
those jumping on the log for the first time, members
of the Woodsman Team also posted at both ends,
holding it steady.
Some advice for beginners: Mount the log like a
horse, look to the far end while you stand, and keep
your feet close, and moving. The material of the log
is built to grip, so watch the shins on the mount, or
they’ll get skinned.
“There’s definitely a learning curve to it,” coach
Hoberg said.
montanakaimin.com February 27-March 5, 2019
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SUSAN TURMELL | CONTRIBUTED PHOTOS

Political science student to recieve posthumous degree
CAMERON KIA WEIX

cameron.kiaweix@umontana.edu
Alex Turmell opened doors like he was
trying to pull them off their hinges.
“He opened doors like a madman,” Turmell’s classmate, Dave Ovik, said. “He loved
making an entrance.”
UM Faculty Senate voted unanimously to
give Turmell, a former UM student, a bachelor’s degree in political science, with a minor
in Russian, on Jan. 31, 2019. It’s one of the last
steps needed to award a degree to a student
who died before he finished. Turmell died by
suicide on July 10, 2018. He was 35.
Turmell was born in Glendale, California.
He looked nothing like his mother, Susan Turmell, who has dark brown hair and no freckles.
“I just started to kind of chuckle,” Susan
said. “I didn’t expect to have a baby with red
hair and freckles. Alex kept me laughing the
rest of his life.”
In high school, Alex was elected as an alternate for prom king. He was asked to wear
a tuxedo for the official yearbook photo of the
prom court, but he refused. If his picture was
going in the yearbook, his mother said, he
wanted it to look like him, leather jacket and
all. The yearbook didn’t have a prom court
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photo that year, and he was just fine with that.
Alex moved to Missoula in 2002 and started attending UM the following year, but he
left school shortly after. He worked on oil rigs
in North Dakota and Wyoming and fishing
boats in Alaska.
Sarah Moesser and Alex were friends for
a long time before they were married on Aug.
21, 2017, his birthday. The couple spent their
honeymoon on Kauai, Hawaii, where they
hiked and camped in Waimea Canyon. It was
the hardest hike either of them had ever done,
Moesser said, but it was worth it.
Alex volunteered for organizations like
Montana Conservation Voters and the Montana Public Interest Research Group. He was
interested in Native American culture and
had shelves full of Native American literature,
Moesser said.
In fall 2017, Alex came back to UM as a
political science major. He took Russian language classes, where he was known as Sasha,
the Russian nickname for Alexander.
He had a red beard and many tattoos. He
often wore Pit Vipers, a brand of reflective
sunglasses, even when indoors.
When Alex saw his classmates, he liked
to greet them by saying, “Hey, clowns,” in
Russian. Though he usually sat in the back of
the class, that didn’t stop him from leading

the conversation. When high schoolers visited campus for Foreign Languages Day, Alex
volunteered to help man the Russian table and
talk to them.
“His level of enthusiasm was infectious,”
his classmate, Couso Morpheus, said. “He
was such a kind-hearted guy. When he made a
joke, he made it so that everyone was in on it.”
Alex loved to cook. One of his favorites
was Hawaiian barbeque, and he made a great
macaroni salad. For a while, he worked at
the Dinosaur Cafe in Charlie B’s downtown,
where he invited classmates to come study
with him.
He kept his own garden. He did not have
a Facebook profile.
Alex loved the outdoors, hiking and snowboarding. He always tried to get people to join
him for Muay Thai, a martial art from Thailand. He ran Snow Joke, a winter half-mara-

thon in Seeley Lake, multiple times. His friend
Erik Kuhnhenn ran it with him.
“He loved to work out, to do anything
physical,” Kuhnhenn said. “He just called me
up one day and asked me if I wanted to run a
half marathon, and he said he’d buy my entry
fee.”
No matter what time of year it was, Alex
rode his bike everywhere. He put on snow
tires to ride it in winter, and he had a giant
chain to lock it up. When Russian professor
Ona Renner-Fahey invited her students over
for dinner, Alex rode over 10 miles of hills and
arrived an hour late.
“They kept saying at the dinner party,
where is he? He’s coming, isn’t he?” Renner-Fahey said. “Then when he showed up,
someone said, ‘Now the party can start.’”
This story was reported through interviews
with Alex’s teachers, mother, wife and friends.

If you or someone you know is struggling with depression or suicidal
thoughts, here are some local resources:
Curry Health Center's Counseling and Psychological Services: 406-243-4711
National Suicide Prevention Lifeline: 1-800-273-TALK
Western Montana Mental Health Center: 406-532-9710
Emergency help: 911

N E WS | BA N J O C AT J ON E S

Reporter Helena Dore (left) and Banjo Cat Jones (right) pose for a selfie at the Archives and Special Collections section of the Mansfield Library. Banjo Cat is now retired, but students can still request to take selfies with
the legend himself. HELENA DORE | MONTANA KAIMIN

'Banjo Cat: Between Two Ranges' — A treat from the Mansfield Library
HELENA DORE

helenamay.dore@umontana.edu
If you’ve been dying to see a giant cardboard cat interview archive specialists at the
Maureen and Mike Mansfield Library, "Banjo
Cat: Between Two Ranges" is just what you’ve
been missing. With 50 subscribers and about
100 views per video, the Mansfield Library
shared this sensational two-part series on its
YouTube channel in 2015.
Each episode is around two minutes long
and stars Banjo Cat Jones, a charismatic cardboard kitty who conducts “hard-hitting interviews” with librarians, professors, historians
and more. Banjo Cat Jones wields his trusty

banjo and a speech bubble as he learns about
Montana history and what the special archives at the Mansfield Library have to offer.
Banjo Cat is the Mansfield Library’s official
mascot, said Donna McCrea, head of archives
and special collections. According to the Mansfield Library’s website, Boston photographer
L.A. De Ribas took a picture of a cat playing
the banjo in the 1880s. In the early 1900s, Gerald Higgins, the son of Missoula founding
father C.P. Higgins, obtained a card with the
photograph.
Higgins’ carte de visite was later made
into the famous cardboard cutout that stars
in "Between Two Ranges." UM media arts student Lauren Mackey directed the series, but

couldn’t continue making videos once she
graduated. Students can now pose for selfies
with Banjo Cat upon request.
"Banjo Cat: Between Two Ranges" is informative and entertaining. The show’s promotional trailers are hilarious, and every episode reveals something interesting about the
library. Did you know that the Mansfield Library has over 250,000 maps, around 100,000
photographs and a 1561 edition of Geoffrey
Chaucer’s "Canterbury Tales?" Did you know
that about 14 years ago, the FBI caught some
individuals who cut out historic images from
Mansfield Library government documents to
sell online? Now I know, thanks to Banjo Cat.
"Between Two Ranges" isn’t the only video

series staff at the Mansfield Library have created. Their YouTube channel also has a video
series called "Banned Books Week, "where librarians and UM faculty analyze books that
have been banned in schools across the nation. This series contains plenty of useful and
interesting information, but lacks the humor
and charm of Banjo Cat Jones. The series is
also missing Banjo Cat’s action-packed promotional trailers.
If you’ve never seen Banjo Cat Jones, a
quick search on YouTube is well worth your
time.
“Staff of Archives and Special Collections
frequently hear visitors say ‘I love Banjo Cat!’”
states the Mansfield Library website.
montanakaimin.com February 27-March 5, 2019
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This week: doing your taxes and First Friday madness
Wednesday 27
Mansfield Dialogue: Russia’s Role in
the Digital World — We live in confusing
times, but let former Defense Intelligence
Agency analyst and co-founder of Montanans for National Security Julie Sirrs help
clear up a few things about Russia’s online
presence for you. Sirr will cover the basics
on Russia’s dangerous digital deeds and
explain why it’s important to fight back.
University Center, room 330. 12:00 p.m. to
1 p.m.
“August: Osage County” — In the mood
for some sharp-tongued comic drama? The
Pulitzer Prize and Tony Award-winning
“August: Osage County” is your best bet.
Follow three generations of the Weston
clan of Oklahoma as they duke it out following its patriarch’s disappearance. Montana Theatre. 7:30 p.m.
Cherry blossom mountains painting
class — We’re not quite there yet, but surely a lush landscape of pink cherry blossoms is a great way to get the spring season
started. Painting With a Twist will provide
the art supplies and instruction. You just
need to bring yourself and a creative attitude. Oh, and a bottle of your favorite bubbly. It is BYOB after all. 2100 Stephens Ave.
Suite 108. $35. 18+

Thursday 28
Free popcorn Thursdays — Sometimes
there’s nothing better than buttery popcorn. But if your dorm room lacks a microwave, how are you gonna get your snack
fix? Go to the Branch Center on the University Center’s second level every Thursday
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during spring semester to snag some ‘corn
for free. 1 — 3. p.m.
Out at the Roxy: “Rafiki” — Another
installment in the Roxy Theater’s LGBTQ
film series, “Rafiki” tells the story of
friends Kena and Ziki, two Kenyan girls
who find friendship (and more) amidst
family and political drama. 718 S. Higgins
Ave. 7 p.m.
Party Volcano — Thursday nights are
the new Friday nights, or at least, you
might think so while dancing your ass
off to DJ Kris Moon and T-Rex’s selection
of grooves. Make sure to get home early
enough to make that first Friday morning
class, though. The Badlander. 208 Ryman
Street. 9 p.m.

Friday 1
Dreamscape in the UC — It’s a rough
life being a college student. Homework’s
stacking up, exams are an ever-looming
presence and our diets aren’t always up to
snuff. It’s no surprise some of us could use
a nap. The pros at Peers Reaching Out are
here to help. Pick up a sleep kit containing
teas, essential oils and assorted treats. Get
the rest you deserve. University Center. 12
p.m. to 3 p.m.
First Friday — It’s back. The first of the
month means artists and the arts-enthused
flood the streets of downtown Missoula to
showcase some of the finest talents the region has to offer. Bounce from stop to stop
and soak in our little mountain town’s
creative juices, plus the free wine many
businesses offer attendees. Various shops
downtown. 5-8 p.m.
Glacier Ice Rink’s Tri-Spiel — Peanut
butter and jelly. Hall and Oates. Cheese

and everything. Combinations are fun,
and Glacier Ice Rink’s blend of curling,
shooting and corn hole is no exception.
Teams of two will compete in each event
in the rink’s version of a curling bonspiel
(tournament, for those of us unversed in
curling knowledge). 1101 South Ave. West.
$45, includes two beers per person and
pizza. Reserve your spot at glaciericerink.
com. 7 p.m.

perfect for those who have always wanted
to cross-country ski but didn’t know how.
$40 gets you transportation, required gear
and instruction. Register by Feb. 27. The
group leaves from the Outdoor Program at
the Student Rec Center at 8 a.m

Saturday 2

Karaoke contest — Union Club’s second
annual karaoke contest is here and waiting for you to show off those vocal chops.
Don’t forget the kitchen serves chicken
strips and sweet potato fries to munch on
while trying not to be too embarrassed by
your friend’s terrible Beyoncé impression.
208 E. Main Street. 8:30 p.m.

Free tax-preparation — OK, so tax season isn’t exactly everyone’s favorite. At
least the Volunteer Income Tax Assistance
program can take the pressure of actually
sorting out your finances off your overloaded back. These IRS-certified volunteers are here to ease your troubled mind.
Maybe you’ll even get some sweet refund
cash. Gallagher Business Building, room
209. 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Odyssey of the Stars: Emily Graslie —
The 19th annual celebration of alumni and
their artistic journeys post-college will
highlight the achievements of 2011 fine
arts grad Emily Graslie. Graslie has created material based on Phillip L. Wright’s
Zoological Museum’s vertebrate collection
and created her own educational YouTube
channel, The Brain Scoop. Dennison theater. 7:30 p.m.

Sunday 3
Cross-country ski class — Get off the
couch and into the wilds of Lolo Pass while
learning a thing or two about this winter
workout. This introductory-level class is

Monday 4

Men’s Basketball vs. Northern Arizona
— Show support for your fellow Griz at the
last home game of the season. Let’s kick
those Lumberjack butts. Dahlberg Arena.
7 p.m.

Tuesday 5
School of Music: Student Ensemble Series — Hey, did y’all know we’ve got some
super talented students here? Come support the arts and enjoy a performance by
the symphonic wind ensemble. Dennison
theater. 7:30 p.m.
Adult TnT — Gymnastics isn’t just for
professional gymnasts. Everyone can benefit from an hour of moving on the mat.
And no, “TnT” has nothing to do with
explosives. Roots Acro Sports Center has
blocked out an evening devoted to “tumbling and trampoline.” Get it? 216 Commerce Street. $8. 8 — 9 p.m.
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‘PEN15’ and reliving the bad old days
LILY SOPER

lillian.soper@umontana.edu

If you’ve ever been a middle school
girl, Hulu’s “PEN15” is the show for you. It
gives us an opportunity to relive the most
cringe-worthy moments of our life from a
third-party perspective. This allows us to
find the hilarity and joy in puberty that
never would have been possible in the
thick of it.
When the popular boys pretended to
like you, or when everyone found out you
played with dolls and you had to eat lunch
in the bathroom, or when you got catfished
while catfishing a guy named FlyMiamiBro22 on AOL Instant Messenger, it felt like
the end of the world. Thirty-somethings
Anna Konkle and Maya Erskine are here,
playing 13-year-old versions of themselves and reminding us that not only did
we survive middle school, we can finally
look back and laugh about it. If their own
(stellar) performances aren’t enough to
convince you that you’re back in junior
high, they’ve surrounded themselves with
actual middle-schoolers to play their classmates. Sounds strange, but they’re so convincing that it isn’t even that weird when
they pine after 12-year-olds to touch their
boobs.
It’s only recently that we can relive the
most embarrassing and vulnerable times
in our life from a nostalgic standpoint.
Sure, we’ve always wanted to relive the
glory days of youth — we had “The Wonder Years.” But only with releases like Bo
Burnham’s “Eighth Grade” and Nick Kroll’s “Big Mouth” have we gotten the opportunity to remember just how cringe-worthy and horrific puberty was with a smile
on our face. This might be because our generation is more self-deprecating than those
who came before us. It also might be that
we’re constantly being told that the world
is ending, and it’s becoming increasingly
obvious that middle school might have

COURTESY PHOTO | HULU
been the glory days after all. “PEN15”
takes the best parts of “Eighth Grade” and
“Big Mouth,” while integrating its own
charm that keeps the show both hard to
watch and impossible to look away from in
all the best ways.
Not only does “PEN15” relive your
adolescent trauma, it’s a love letter to the
early-2000s. Starting off with “Crush” by
Mandy Moore, and wrapping up with
Des’ree’s “You Gotta Be,” it’s not just the
music that will bring you straight back
to the glory days. From the style (zig-zag
hair parts, butterfly clips, Lisa Frank and
gel pens? Yes, please,) to the technology —
mainly consisting of see-through landline

phones and AOL — to the excessive use of
the word “like,” we haven’t seen an American period piece so accurately portrayed
since “Mad Men.”
The BFF relationship between Anna
and Maya grounds the show even as pandemonium reigns. Their affection for one
another is a wholesome kind of love hard
to find outside middle school walls. They
support each other through bowl cuts,
compulsive masturbation and racist popular girls. They aren’t perfect friends. They
get on each other’s nerves. They fight,
bicker and lie about how good Maya looks
with her aforementioned bowl cut. Occasionally, they let each other believe stupid

things, like, “Sometimes love means, um,
ignoring someone for years.” But at the end
of the day, they have each other’s backs,
and there’s no fight that can’t be fixed with
an interpretive dance or a night of playing
with dolls. It’s easy to look back on middle
school and only remember the mean girls
and the constant, dull ache of mortification
for your own existence. If you were lucky
enough, though, there was an Anna or a
Maya in your life who got you through.
For those suffering from middle school
PTSD, “PEN15” is the exposure therapy
you need. It is hilarious, humiliating and
should be required viewing for anyone
who’s ever been 13.
montanakaimin.com February 27-March 5, 2019
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I’m a bitch, I’m a lover, I’m going
to call myself whatever I want
Once, when I was riding the bus home in
middle school, a girl leaned over her seat and
called me a “fat prude whore.” It’s an insult that
doesn’t make a lot of sense. I mean, you can be a
fat whore or a fat prude, but it’s really hard to be
a prude whore. One cancels out the other. Also,
I was dangerously underweight and a virgin
at the time, so the only thing that even applied
was prude. It was mean, but it was also kind of
funny.
Now, at the ripe age of 23, I call myself fat,
like, all the time. I also call myself a whore, or a
slut, or a ho, or a whatever. Because I can. Y’all
can’t, but I can. It’s called “reclaiming.” Look it
up.
It’s not just me, either. In the LGBTQ+ community, many people are reclaiming words
like “fag,” “twink” and even “queer.” Other
communities or groups of people are reclaiming their ability to have their own words. Sex
workers, for example, are no longer called prostitutes.
The annoying thing about this is how some
people react to me calling myself any of the
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above terms. More than once, I have referred
to myself as a “fat ass” in the company of an
acquaintance who will respond, “Oh my god!
Don’t call yourself fat. YOU ARE BEAUTIFUL!”
Listen, I didn’t say I was ugly. I said I was
fat. I’m fuckin’ gorgeous and chubby. The two
aren’t mutually exclusive. People need to understand that. Am I saying you should call
chubby people fat? No. You probably shouldn’t
call them anything. But you should let them call
themselves whatever they want if that’s what
they want to do.
I like being curvy and having a nice amount
of body. I like my body. It’s nice. And it’s not
anyone’s business what I call myself.
A big one is the reclaiming of words like
“slut” and “bitch.” Women have always been
degraded for their sexual experiences, whether their “body count” is high or low. They’ve
been historically called whores and sluts for
having any amount of sex, or none at all, if you
remember the first anecdote I gave you. Men,
though, have been historically praised for high
numbers of sexual partners and experiences.

They’re called “studs” and “the man.” They’re
viewed as badasses for getting all that ass. Remember Barney Stinson from “How I Met Your
Mother?” He slept with, like, hundreds of women and is regarded (for most of the series) as a
hero by a lot of male characters. But Ted, at one
point, judges Robin for her number of sexual
partners.
So for a lot of women, using words like
“slut” is a way of reclaiming their sexuality. It’s
a way of saying, “Yeah, I have a lot of sex. And I
like it.” Because for many people, sex is natural
and fun, and it’s not something anyone should
be shamed for. Women and men should be allowed to own their sexuality.
That’s why some women call themselves
sluts and some call themselves fat. We’re reclaiming words that have been used against us
for decades to make us feel bad, when really, we
deserve to feel good about how sexy we are.

KAILYN MIDDLEMIST
kailynmiddlemist@gmail.com
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Please don’t joke about being an alcholic
I first heard someone say, “I’m lowkey an
alcoholic,” six months after my older brother
was admitted into rehab for the first time.
My body froze, and I was so shocked
by the smile that formed on the person’s
face that I couldn’t manage to squeeze out
a laugh. My friends chuckled and nodded.
Instead, I stared at the person who walked
into the room with a bottle of Everclear in
their bag.
I couldn’t and still can’t comprehend why
anyone would smile about alcoholism or
addiction. The first time I talked with someone about addiction, it was with my brother
this summer. He’d already been in and out
of rehab a few times. My parents were gone
for the night, and he started joking with
me about all the drugs he’d done. I laughed
along out of discomfort, went to bed and
didn’t see him again until December. My
mom found him in downtown Portland the
next day; He’d been drinking all night.
In college, it’s assumed that people will
drink more during this period in their life.
People drink before going out with friends,
and they may have a fews beer or glass of
wine after a long day.
Being an alcoholic or an addict, you can’t
just have one drink or hit. One drink will
turn into two, three, then four. You’ll find
yourself driving to the liquor store for another bottle of booze. It’s having a constant
urge to drink, especially in times of stress.
It’s a disease, not just a desire.
Most alcoholics and addicts will lie to you

when they’re drinking or using. They hide
it. As someone who's seen a sibling’s life
dwindle down because of addiction while
also knowing multiple family members who
fought this disease for decades, I know firsthand. The people you love are no longer fully there.
Some days, they’re themselves. Others,
you will get a call that they’re lost again —
hoping to God your worst fear hasn’t come
true. Every time the phone rings, your heart
falls because you hope it isn’t the news
you’ve been dreading.
Besides losing them, the only thing that
scares me is going down that same path. I
worry that if I drink too much, I’ll lose myself too. The last thing I want to do is put my
family and friends through it again. Whenever I pick up a bottle, I remember I have the
gene for this terrible disease.
To anyone who suffers from addiction
or knows someone who does, I can’t promise that it gets better. Because it’s up to the
person to stop. It’s not your fault and there
is nothing you can do but be loving and supportive; it took me a long time to realize that.
If you do have that urge, get help before it’s
too late. There is too much you’re capable of
to let yourself be consumed by drugs and
alcohol.

EMMA SMITH

emma2.smith@umontana.edu
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TALK IS CHEAP.
SO ARE TEXT-ONLY ADS.
Contact ads@montanakaimin.com to advertise
your band in our special music classifieds.
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Breakfast
that buzzes?!
Is eating bugs our only chance?
photos by eli imadali
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story by paul hamby

design by daylin scott

Once, when I was 6 years old, my family
and I stopped at a drive thru off the highway
between Las Vegas and Palmdale, California.
While my dad told the intercom that we wanted
tacos, burritos and quesadillas, I looked out the
window and into the summer night. In the glow
of the street lamps, a manic plume buzzed. The
lamps had their own halo of swarming moths,
grasshoppers and other things with wings.
After we got our food, we parked the car
and listened to country music. My older sister
unwrapped her burrito and took a bite. In between my own first bites into a taco, I noticed
she stopped eating. She now had her fingers in
her food, fishing around for something. When
she pulled her fingers out, she told us she found
something. She held a tiny, jointed leg.
We bagged our food and ditched it in the
nearest Dumpster, fodder for the humming
clouds around us.
Bugs don’t belong in food or around it. They
don’t belong in the house. Cockroaches infest
the worst episodes of “Kitchen Nightmares,”
and ants and wasps hold summer hostage. In
the poetry of Edward Gorey, monsters with a
million eyes and legs come creeping out of cocoons.
Two groups of students at UM spent the last
semester trying to combat the taboos of entomophagy, or eating bugs, as part of the Franke
Global Leadership Initiative.
Kaitlyn Anderson, a resource conservation
major and part of a team of six, created a curriculum to introduce elementary school students to entomophagy. Anderson, hopes that
by catching kids still in their larval
state, the curriculum she and her
colleagues developed can prevent
any taboos about munching on
crickets or mealworms from developing at all.
“It’s easier to work with
kids, rather than try and con-

Reporter Paul Hamby rolls out dough for cricket-flour biscuits.
vince adults to eat bugs,” Anderson said.
Despite the efforts of health officials, all
U.S. citizens eat insects, if involuntarily.
According to Scientific

Dried Locusts in reporter Paul Hamby's baking-worn hands.

American, the average American will eat two
pounds of bugs ground into coffee, peanut butter and other processed foods, along with whatever crawls into our mouths while we sleep.
In Venezuela, however, 5-year-olds wander
around the jungle digging out Goliath Bird-Eating Spiders to fry up for a quick snack. In Ugandan bars, fried grasshoppers make for a salty
snack between beers. Markets in Oaxaca, Mexico, offer piles of seasoned grasshoppers to be
sold by the pound.
In a 2013 report released by the Food and
Agricultural Organization of the United
Nat ions,
80 percent of the
countries
on
Earth have insects somewhere
on their menus.
Only Europe, Canada
and the United States —
besides crab, lobster and
shrimp —keep bugs off
their plates.
In that same report, the FAO
analyzed the nutritional content
of insect diets across the planet. It con-

cluded with saying that insects may be a way
to feed a world population that’s slated to hit
9 billion by 2050. Since only 2 billion currently
utilize bugs as a steady food source, it’s going to
take a lot of convincing.
According to Bloomberg, livestock takes
up 41 percent of the land in the United States,
with 59.7 million acres of Montana dedicated to
farming and ranching.
With all this in mind, I decided to embrace a
week of eating bugs. I swore off meat in favor of
chitin. I just needed to figure out what the hell I
was doing. After online dieting message boards
failed me, I turned to the professionals.
Laura Granlund works from the Lommasson Center as a dietitian. For two and a half
years, she’s helped students address concerns
with their diets. When I approached her about
going on bugs for a week, she saw no nutritional
issues whatsoever, so long as I didn’t have any
shellfish allergies.
“Gram for gram, the protein content of insects, particularly crickets and mealworms,
which are the most common you can get, are
very similar to animal protein in both protein,
fat and minerals, so really you’re just kind of remontanakaimin.com February 27-March 5, 2019
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Gram for gram, crickets
have the same protein
content as beef, and
have twice the iron.
placing one for the other,” she said.
According to Granlund, the fiber content of
crickets and other insects, combined with their
protein, make them an ideal nutritional substitute for meat.
Granlund told me there was
nothing wrong with

red meat if eaten in a balanced diet with fiber.
I’ve built my life around red meat: sausage
for breakfast, beef jerky for a snack, steaks for
dinner. A fast food run usually ended with a
quarter-pounder and a couple chicken nuggets
in my gut. After a tally, I ate four pounds
of beef in the week leading up
to my switch to bugs. I
thoroughly contributed
to the USDA’s announcement that
U.S. citizens ate a
record amount of
meat in 2018.
I left Granlund
with
no second

Reporter Paul Hamby eats mealworms straight from the container.
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thoughts about making the jump to arthropods. The only concern she had was the lack
of veggies and fiber in my current diet. I added
beans and radishes to my grocery list.
“Your gut bacteria like lots of different plant
fiber, or in this case, insect fiber,” Granlund
said.
With both the dietitian’s and my editors’
blessing, I turned to the only place that could
supply a week’s worth of insects in the heart of
this brutal Montana winter: the internet. Using
the FAO report as a consumer guide, I budgeted
myself for a week’s worth of money spent at the
supermarket. I had two bug dealers: Entomarket, out of Maine, and Cowboy Cricket Farms
in Belgrade, Montana.
After I clicked the checkout button, I had
two different brands of crickets, a pound of
pure cricket powder, roasted mealworms, four
vacuum-sealed zebra tarantulas, a bag of locusts and a tub of Mexican-seasoned grasshoppers. Not that I needed all that for the week, but
once you get locked into a serious bug collection, the idea is to take it as far as you can.
By the first night of my new diet, only the
crickets and cricket powder from Cowboy
Cricket Farms arrived. After eating only some
apples and a bit of black bean soup during the
day, I tore open a package of whole crickets and
poured them into my hand.
“Eating is a super personal thing,” said
Trevor Lowell, the director of sustainability at UM Dining,

about Western attitudes toward eating bugs. “You’re taking
something and putting it
in your mouth.”
I picked up a cricket
and put it in my mouth.
The cricket, roasted
and lightly salted, had an airy
crunch to it like popcorn and
tasted like Corn Nuts. After eating three or four more, I didn’t
think I’d miss bacon quite so much.
“It’s not at all unusual for mammalians to survive off bugs. Every year,
grizzly bear populations here in Montana live
off grub worms for a season,” Lowell said.
According to Lowell, only the “yuck” factor
and availability have kept bugs off plates in the
West. Those cultures that do indulge in entomophagy have done so for centuries. Although
hopeful that insects will become a viable resource for feeding a human population, Lowell
said producing insects as a food source is still in
its infancy. Meanwhile, the meat industry in the
United States has made incredible progress in
providing more food at a cheaper price than at
any other time in history.
A few days into my diet, the rest of my food
arrived.
The locusts piled onto my plate when I
dumped them out of the bag. For the first time
in the week, I felt intimidated. They had wings,
mandibles and big, blue, bulbous eyes. When
I picked one up from the plate, it stayed in my
hand for several minutes. The crickets went
down easier because I didn’t feel them staring
back at me. It tasted like hay or dried
leaves. I could forget what I was
chewing on until a leg stabbed
my gums.
Taking a dieting tip from the
New Testament, I tried St. John’s
method of pouring honey over the
locust’s body. It helped with the taste,
but it also glued a wing to the top of
my mouth.
Only one bug bit back. The zebra
tarantulas came in clear plastic packs,
shriveled and seemingly harmless. With
every other insect, I could pop them into my
mouth out of the package. Although not particularly tasty, none of them caused any physical damage. The tarantula leg I chewed on,
however, unleashed an itchy, irritating assault
that spread from my tongue to my throat.
After nursing my mouth with a bit of tea
with honey, I turned to the internet to learn
that the hairs of a tarantula act as an irritant to

would-be predators. Using a lighter, I shaved
my tarantulas and tossed them into some oil
to fry. They smoldered and crumbled, but went
well with a bit of ginger and garlic.
Cricket powder made anything possible
during the week. With the powder, I’d made
biscuits, pancakes and a pie crust. An incredible resource, so long as it’s blended with at least
some all-purpose flour. One morning, in a rush,
I had no time to make any real food. Thinking
quickly, I dumped a few spoonfuls of
cricket power in a glass of water
and gave a quick stir. It reminded
me of pond water.
Another GLI group created a
tool kit consisting of regulations
for government officials and best
practices for business owners on
using bugs as food. This
will have the benefit of familiarizing government officials with
bugs as a food source and give consumers a
safety net to fall into if they have any reservations about where their cricket cookie came
from.
“It’s really hard to build a business when
the food that you’re producing isn’t even considered food,” team member and conservation
major Freya Sargent said.
At the end of the week, I became conscientious of what I’d done to myself. In all the excitement to brag to my friends and family about
munching on bugs, I neglected a primary rule
of dieting. I didn’t source my food. I didn’t
know the process that brought them from larva

Kathy Rolin, co-founder of Cowboy Crickets in Belgrade, Montana, spreads out dead crickets on a drying sheet to be dehydrated.
to biscuit. I needed to go to the source, and it
was only a few hours away.
Kathy and James Rolin
started Cowboy Cricket
Farms from their home in
Bozeman. While a student
at Montana State University,
a documentary filmmaker
introduced Kathy Rolin to
crickets as a food source. After convincing her husband,
they started a business out
of their home.
Rolin, a mother of three
and Coast Guard veteran,
did not anticipate selling
anything beyond bulk packages of cricket powder. After
attendees to MSU’s annual
Bug Buffet, which was held
on Valentine’s Day this year,
kept pocketing her cricket
cookies, she realized she had
a market to tap into. She convinced her husband to enter

“2 billion people
utilize insects as a
regular food source”

a market valued at nearly $500 million, according to Persistence Market Research, a firm that
analyzes global markets and trends.
In 2017, they won UM’s John Ruffatto Business Startup Challenge and a hefty award of
$20,500 dollars. With a headquarters in Belgrade and three employees, they now have
eight farmers producing $9,000 worth of crickets every month. They also received a grant
to develop a “super cricket,” which would be
higher in fatty acids and omega threes than
what you find crawling in the grass. With competitors like Aspire in Texas and Don Bugito
out of San Francisco, they’ve managed to create
enough interest to be short on supplies for orders every month.
One of the farmers now raises crickets full
time after quitting her job as a waitress.
“Crickets work well, first because they’re
better than cockroaches, and people don’t really
find them cute like butterflies,” she said, while
spreading out a layer of frozen crickets onto a
tray.
Rolin loads up to 14 pounds worth of crickets into a dehydrator. Depending on the orders

for the day, the roasted crickets will either
soak in one of the flavor blends, or be ground
into powder for wholesale or cookies. Cowboy
Cricket Farms has shipments across the country and the world, with orders going to Mexico,
Chile, Russia and Lithuania.
“We’ve got a huge demand. Right now ,
we’re just trying to work on the supply,” Rollin
said.
I left Cowboy Cricket Farms with samples of
its chocolate chip cookies and smokey-flavored
whole roasted crickets.
The following Sunday, I used up the last of
the cricket powder for pancakes. I scraped bits
of tarantula out of my frying pan while rinsing
it under hot water, and wiped locust legs out of
my kitchen sink. After a last sweep through my
cabinet, I saw that I still had enough seasoned
grasshoppers to last me into the next week.
The week didn’t kill me, didn’t even hurt me.
I spent $30 over budget, but most of that went to
shipping costs. Although I look forward to the
day a professional can prepare me a tarantula, I
still went to sleep with devious thoughts of ribs
from Notorious P.I.G the next day.
montanakaimin.com February 27-March 5, 2019
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Rock-flavored blues, nostalgia and synth
NOELLE HUSER

noelle.huser@umconnect.umt.edu

THE BLACK TONES

The Black Tones’ confrontational ferocity gives
the group’s punky blues-rock a power stance. Seattle twins Eva Walker (guitar, vox) and Cedric
Walker (drums) use their voices to express frustration with racism, commanding the stage and
demanding representation. The pair’s 2018 single,
“The Key of Black (They Want Us Dead),” revs up
and relinquishes vexation at white supremacy in
the lyrics “we want love, they want us dead, we
want peace, they want us dead.” In “Woman in
Black,” the band’s first single, released in 2012, Eva
sings “may the moon shine on me, your king and
queen of the dark, and the light that you love has
only brought you shame and war.”
The Black Tones play Saturday, March 2,
alongside Charcoal Squids, Bombshell Nightlight
and Go Hibiki at KBGA’s Endofthon at the Badlander, 9:15 p.m., $8 at the door.

MOTORHOME

Motorhome’s local dreamlike rock bleeds
with noisy nostalgia. The group’s September 2018
release and debut, “Magnets,” evokes escapist
sentimentality and catharsis. Motorhome is comprised of wistfully wise UM professors, psychology professor Duncan Campbell and department
chair and professor of social work Jim Caringi on
guitar. Beth Brewer, an adjunct professor, joins
on vocals, vibraphone and synthesizer with her
husband Ben Brewer on bass and Joe Nickell on
drums. “Magnets” was recorded in Butte at Len
Waters’ studio with local label House of Watts.
The drums are tumbling, the bass behoving and
the guitar valiant, painting an impassioned but
incomplete picture of heyday.
Motorhome plays at Freecycles Friday, March
1st at 7 with Magpies and Tiny Plastic Stars, $5
suggested donation at the door.

WOLF PARADE
Wolf Parade’s surreal synth rock daydreams of
reality. The band formed in 2003 in Montreal with

keyboardist Spencer Krug, guitarist Dan Boeckner, and Arlen Thompson on drums, rehearsing
as a trio for the first time one day before their first
show. The group toured, recorded and released
an EP, then three full-lengths before a five year
hiatus. The band returned in 2016 with a self-titled EP and the studio album “Cry Cry Cry” in
2017. The band’s fast power-pop nature gives “Cry

Cry Cry” a chaotic and fanciful energy. Dancey
guitar and tempermatic synth have effervescent
chemistry. Digging bass and racing drums are
agitated, while shaky vocals and brooding lyrics
add glamour.
Wolf Parade plays the Top Hat Sunday, March
3rd, with Mass FM opening, the show is at 8 and
tickets are $25.

K A I M IN CO M IC

COOPER MALIN
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Betty Who: A 2000s
icon for the 2010s
CONNOR SIMPSON

connor.simpson@umontana.edu
Betty Who, an Australian indie pop
star, gay icon and all around badass, will
get you moving to groovy beats, singing
in the shower and having an impromptu
dance party in your bedroom.
The 27-year-old Sydney native’s newest album, “Betty,” sets the stage for unabashed self-love and contemplative jams
and bops, all while paying homage to the
2000s and the LGBTQ+ community. Her
first independent album after parting
with RCA Records, Who takes full control
of her music, complete with catchy lyrics,
soaring melodies and complex instrumentation. “Betty” is at once recognizable and original, with Who taking the
standard pop formula and shifting it just
the right amount to make it her own.
Opening with “Old Me,” distorted violins give way to chill chords and catchy
beats, Who clearly revels in her independence. She’s playful with her lyrics (“She’s
drunk at karaoke”) and proud of her accomplishments, both in the past and what
lies ahead. It’s fun and open, allowing the
act of self-celebration to be welcoming,
rather than vain or self-aggrandizing.
When the world gets a little too heavy, it’s
nice to be able to sit back and enjoy some
music that is just feel-good.
“Old Me” is not the only song to capitalize on this theme. With “Ignore Me,”
her first single as an independent artist,
Who sets up boundaries at the end of a relationship. It’s empowering for a woman
to own her time and privacy and recognize she doesn’t owe that to anyone. As
Who puts it bluntly, “The best thing you
can do is just to ignore me.” Who articulates this command of her own emotions
effortlessly.
If anything fully embodies the 2000s
vibe of this record, it’s “The One.” In an
interview with “Class Magazine,” Who
described the song as “the love child that

Britney and Justin never had.” If you don’t
accidentally sing “Oops!... I Did It Again”
midway through the song, you didn’t really listen to it. There is something timeless about her vocal runs and the classic
‘90s production that instantly creates a
feeling even a Gen-Z baby can relate to.
Now, it wouldn’t be a Betty Who album
without giving the gays what they want.
What better way than two music videos
prominently featuring relationships between two women? Who, a bisexual woman and active ally, represents a move forward in not just the inclusivity of lesbian
and bisexual women in music, with the
success of stars like Hayley Kiyoko and
St. Vincent, but in normalizing these relationships in general.
The intersection of happiness and anxiety that Who’s music dwells in is familiar
to the LGBTQ+ community, as exemplified in songs like “Between You & Me”
and “Just Thought You Should Know.”
Who may not be a mainstream pop star,
but that works in her favor. What separates Who from the wide world of popular music is that fact that she exists somewhere in between.

“Seasons” brings study-time bangers
RAVEN MCMURRY

raven.mcmurry@umontana.edu

Study sessions around campus just got some
new bangers courtesy of Missoula local Reid Graham, making music under the moniker “high on
you.” Graham’s new EP, “Seasons, the Beat Tape,”
is notable for its reminiscence and brevity. The easy
beauty of these beats betrays the fact that he’s been
working on them for years.
The first track, “Another Sad Beat,” feels more
nostalgic than anything with sounds similar to
Super Mario’s 8-bit world. From there, we get to be
lifted by light vocals tones. It’s a change that occurs
again on the EP in the song “Fading in Seasons.”
This study jam brings back in the tech-y feel of electronica but keeps calm and contemplative.
This change is amazing to hear when compared
to the sadness in his past music. His work with musicians like Chloe Gendrow and Richelle Ziola had
given us beats made for sing-a-longs, whereas these
instrumental tones are meant to accompany study
sessions and relaxing drives.
“They’re lowkey and emotional if you listen

close enough,” Graham said.
There is still feeling in these tracks. The EP considers the moods associated with being happy to be
alive and dealing with life’s obstacles.
After the release of “Seasons, the Beats Tape,”
Graham will release another track on March 8
called “Talk This Out,” about his close friend, James
Hartman. Hartman passed away unexpectedly
last year, and when Graham sings on this track, his
deep vocals are clearly trying to find the right words
to say.
These new releases will bring smiles and some
reflection. “Seasons” will keep you focused on your
ethics paper, but you’ll be happy while you write.
“Talk This Out” promises recollection with vocals
that carry the song and tones that are deep and
dark.
Graham brought it with these tracks. With his
focus on feelings and how they change with the
seasons, Graham’s next release is sure to bring a
whirlwind of emotion.
montanakaimin.com February 27-March 5, 2019
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The Corner of Fifth and Orange

“The Corner of Fifth and Orange” is a weekly series aimed at exploring the identity of the beloved Orange Street Food Farm and the
shopping habits of its customers. The location and atmosphere of
the locally owned market attract a wide range of people, all with the
same need but different ways of fulfilling it.

Ruth Kemalyan-Weis. In her cart: 1 package of Smoked Herder Brats, 2 cases of Quilter’s Irish Death Beer, 3 six-packs of Obsidian Stout, 2 apples, 1 head of cabbage, and 1.5 lbs of pork chops.

Montana Kaimin: Why do you shop here?
Ruth Kemalyan-Weis: I like that it’s small,
it’s personal, it has the feel of the kind of
grocery store I had when I was growing up.
People seem very relaxed here, it’s more
comfortable. Their beer selection is better
than anybody else’s and that’s probably the
first thing that I noticed, and then we kept
coming back.
MK: How long have you been shopping
here for?
RK: Well since ’99, that’s 20 years! Holy

buckets — and almost 20 years to the month!
I’m having an anniversary.
MK: How many times a week do you shop?
RK: This isn’t the only store we come to,
we do some big store shopping. We live out
of town, out by Ovando, so we don’t really
come into town all that often, only once or
twice a month. It’s a big shopping deal.
MK: And you always come to Orange
Street?
RK: Pretty much, yep.
MK: Tell me about your shopping process.

Do you make a list?
RK: Oh! I always make a list.
I come in, look at the produce, hope that my
husband finds a vegetable that he likes. He
doesn’t like vegetables much. Then, we always get Obsidian Stout because they’re one
of the few places that have it. They have a
better selection of certain things, like the dehydrated soup. I know that’s kind of a hokey
thing...There’s certain things I always look
for. They have some good Montana-made
sausages, so that’s a pass I always make.

PHOTO AND INTERV IEW BY SARA DIG GI N S
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So what is that? Sausage, beer, fruits and
vegetables.
And then, there’s this special little rack in
the back, you know it’s kinda like the closest
thing to a freaky gourmet store. They have
a lot, it’s better than the Good Food Store,
you know? It’s kind of interesting stuff for
a good price. That little rack in the back is
prime. And you get the best conversation
back there! It’s really a fun thing.
Oh! And I like the music in here, it does it
for me.

CU LT UR E | H OROS COP E S & M E M E S

Lazy kings and goth queens: Which Missoula bar are you?
Alright astrology fam, this week we’re doing
something a little different. Each sign is getting
asSIGNed a corresponding Missoula bar, because
Satan is real, and we are his messenger. Now, you
may be thinking to yourself, “But, most bars in
Missoula suck ass! I don’t want to be associated
with that!” And you’d be right. But we’ve been too
nice to y’all these last few weeks. It’s time to spice
things up.
Capricorn (December 22 - January 19): Caps
should probably be Sunrise Saloon, what with the
tolerance for a Western (bordering on racist) aesthetic. But a Capricorn is writing the horoscope this
week, so we’re going to go with Missoula’s best bar:
The Union. Sorry other signs!
Aquarius (January 20 - February 18): Iron
Horse. We are sorry, but there is something so right
about this pairing. Your constant need for external
stimulation is satisfied by the 10 TV’s all inexplicably tuned to ESPN and it’s got good quesadillas. We
know you love those.

Pisces (February 19 - March 20): It’s your season, so we’re gonna be kind: y’all are Monks. Underground, sensitive, weird as shit dream world?
Absolutely. Head over to Ryman street for a shot
and glow the hell up this week.
Aries (March 21 - April
19): Has there ever been
a species more obviously in their natural
habitat than an Aries
at The Badlander?
No, there has not.
You guys are thots
for strobe lighting
and a stage; congrats
on living in one of the
few towns in Montana that
allows for “clubbing.”
Taurus (April 20 - May 20): Lazy and
high-maintenance, you guys wouldn’t last an evening in a dive bar. Dram Shop it is. Some of us are
out here with Taurus boyfriends wistfully describ-

ing the Dram Shop as well-lit. Come collect your
trash.
Gemini (May 21 - June 20): Golden Rose. Y’all
live for drama and a neon aesthetic, not to mention knowing half the people at the bar
on any given night. Say “hi” to Bernie the bouncer. We stan (also
we think he’s an Aquarius,
please ask for us).
Cancer (June 21 - July
22): This may come as a
surprise: Silver Dollar. Fam,
you’re inconsistent (just like
the drinks at the Silver Dollar)
and you want safety but a bit of
adventure (it’s off the beaten path but
the road is well-trod).
Leo (July 23 - August 22): Bodega.
LMAO. Your pathologically high self-esteem and
hot temper allow for you to go into Bodega without
descending into self-loathing. Not all of us are capa-

ble of such feats. Revel in it.
Virgo (August 23 - September 22): As the
thinking man’s Capricorn, you’re James Bar (the
thinking man’s Union). Casual, comfortable, slightly less Western, and there’s a waiter who resembles
Timothée Chalamet. God knows you guys are into
that shit.
Libra (September 23 - October 22): My favorite
kings and queens with expensive taste, it’s simply
undeniable: you’re Plonk. You’re balanced and rational, so we know you won’t deny this truth. We’ll
see y’all at the outdoor patio this summer.
Scorpio (October 23 - November 21): Charlie
B’s. This is the side of both you and Charlie B’s that
is not always recognized: two goth queens, coming
together. We stan.
Sagittarius (November 22 - December 21):
Between your independence, moodiness and coolness, we know you’re Rhino defenders. So many
Sagittarius divorcées coming together at this beautiful establishment.

Master your use of memes in the classroom
MATT NEUMAN

matthew.neuman@umontana.edu
Last week, a tweet about using memes in
the classroom blew up. The tweet from literature professor Doug Guerra of Oswego, New
York, explained how he asked students to make
memes from lines in “Song of Myself,” a poem
collected in Walt Whitman’s “Leaves of Grass.”
Within two days, it had more than 7,000 likes
and almost 2,000 retweets. If you have any overlap in your Whitman/Memes Venn Diagram,
I highly recommend looking up the ensuing
thread. It’s some high quality original content.
Professors, TAs, and student presenters —
take note. This is how you use memes in the
classroom.
Posting a meme of Oprah screaming “YOU
GET A SYLLABUS AND YOU GET A SYLLABUS” in Impact font on your Day 1 PowerPoint is
a nice touch, I guess, but let’s be real. If you want

to be the cool professor who is hip to the lingo,
don’t virtue-signal us with outdated memes. I
don’t mean this to throw shade. I do appreciate
the attempt. But really, all I can see is a wasted
opportunity.
Memes can be a valuable learning tool, and it
doesn’t have to end with cute corny ones about
the mitochondria being the powerhouse of the
cell. With an ability to capture precise, but hardto-describe emotions and create long-lasting visual cues, memes communicate more effectively
than whiteboard sketches or video clips on Moodle. If you have somewhat of a grasp on popular
meme trends, put it to good use.
If you’re interested in learning my patent-pending knowledge conduit that is dank
memes, but can’t bear to scroll through all the
ones about AirPods and Fortnite to learn the
ways of the dark arts, follow a master learning-meme-maker like @historyinmemes, @sciencepolice or @geodography.

@ARITHMATELLE
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Brady Levi James Monk, 28, makes a cup on the wheel in the
University of Montana ceramics studio. Monk, a junior studying
ceramics, was shot in the head during a home invasion eight years
ago. The scar on Monk’s head is now hard to make out.
ELI IMADALI | MONTANA KAIMIN

UM student uses ceramics to re-train body after traumatic paralysis
EMMA SMITH

emma2.smith@umontana.edu
For most art students at the University of
Montana, ceramics is primarily a passion. For
28-year-old UM junior Brady Monk, it literally
saved his life.
About eight years ago, Monk suffered a traumatic brain injury after being shot in the head
during a home invasion. The bullet wound left
the dominant side of his body, his left side, paralyzed.
For a long time, his left hand was stuck in a
fist. He could open it, but not without extreme
difficulty. He had to train his right hand to do
everything. During this time, Monk was taking
general education classes and wheel throwing
clay at a community college in Rhode Island.
“I told my professor that I didn’t think that
I’m going to be able to do it, but I wanted to see,”
Monk said.
Monk describes learning to work with clay
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as a paralyzed person to be the hardest and
most challenging obstacle he’s ever had to overcome.
“He worked with me for four years after
that,” Monk said of his professor. “He gave me
specific projects to get me using my left side
and just reconnecting those damaged cells. He
assigned me projects that he knew would be
difficult for me to do. It just made me appreciate
it more and more.”
Before ceramics, Monk avoided using his
left hand. After he began to use it for ceramics,
things slowly improved. He started to use his
hand for everyday activities like opening doors
or brushing his teeth.
“It forces you to use two hands to work together,” he said. “I love how free it can be, and it
can relate to pretty much anything we do.”
Born in Victoria, British Columbia, and
raised in Salt Lake City, Monk heard about UM
from his professor in Rhode Island. He admired
Missoula’s scenery, especially compared to the

urban nature of Salt Lake City. Impressed by the
professors, he decided to relocate to Missoula.
Monk compares his work with ceramics
at UM to learning how to cook or ski. They’re
all examples of the idea that making mistakes
is what allows people to grow and improve.
Right now, Monk is fascinated with teapots.
He describes the process of making them as a
language where all the pieces need to work together.
“Teapots really speak to me,” he said, chuckling. “You can just make one design and whatever you do to it, you have to design the spout
to make it work like the body. All the different
parts [have to] speak the same language.”
The hardest project Monk has ever completed was a 24x24 inch piece on the wheel that
turned into an abstract bottle. He said the process was difficult because it involved multiple
steps: throwing parts on the wheel, then attaching them together and dealing with different
thicknesses of clay, hoping that it doesn’t dry

out or crack.
Monk didn’t keep the project, though. “I was
about to scream,” he said. “It was so hard. It just
makes you want to finish the piece and move
on.”
He loves the visual arts program at UM and
believes the ceramics scene is more prevalent
in Missoula than in Rhode Island. But despite
participating in shows and selling some of his
work, these have never been his ultimate goals.
Inspired by his professor in Rhode Island,
Monk wants to become a teacher.
“That professor that first taught me wheel
throwing, he was an overly passionate guy,”
Monk said. “I’m going to keep practicing until
my two hands work with each other, just the
way his worked.”
When he’s not in the ceramics studio, Monk
is an avid fly fisherman and skier. For now, he
plans to continue growing as an artist and challenging himself until his two hands work in
synchronicity.

C R E AT IV E W R IT IN G | P OET RY

ON PO ET RY A BO UT
TH E CO LO R BLUE
his fire in his living room’s wood stove
crackles and spits, the stout pieces of pine he
spent the summer splitting slowly sinking
into burning coals. I’ve settled cross-legged
into his old wooden rocking chair, sure-footed and paint-peeled, close enough to the
stove for me to stoke the fire without having
to stand. You’re still reading Bluets? he asks at
the sight of the dog-eared book in my hands
and his dog in my lap. Rereading, I answer.
I open Maggie Nelson’s collection of prose
poetry, flipping past the pages in which she
details the impossibly divine pain of loneliness. There was a time when I needed those
words, but these days I find myself returning
to her tactile descriptions of the color blue.
I am with her for every word, methodically
making my way across each line as she reports her findings: a marble here; a shard of
azure glass there; a blue tarp whipping in
the wind, seen through the window of her
lover’s hotel room, a sighting that causes her
whole body to shake. And as the tarp shimmers, Baxter shifts in my lap and I notice: the
indigo of the night sky on the record sleeve
of Car Wheels on a Gravel Road; the faded
canvas of the Carhartt hanging by the door;
the pack of American Spirits peeking out of a
pocket, mistakable from across the room for
a piece of turquoise; the juice of a blueberry
pie, steaming and bubbling as he pulls it out
of the oven. When Maggie reminds me that
a color’s temperature is always contingent on
its perceiver, I feel compelled to clarify: the
blues of his records, his jacket, his cigarettes,
my pie in his hands, they manage, inexplicably, to both burn and soothe.

BE FRE E, M Y LOV E
you are a living sin,
a sign of what happens when God isn’t
happy anymore.
i, i am the same as you.
We, we are the color in everything, fibers of spider webs thicker than the steel blue curtains of our broken society.
Love, love is the pain we so desperately choose. A 16th birthday candle blown out by someone other than the birthday boy.
Love is a staring contest you never knew you were
in; you’d flinch when he raised his fist.
you...
you would always lose.
me loving you is
a beautiful bird trapped in a cage.
be free my love.

Mason Hutchinson

Erin Goudreau
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Week of 2/25/19 - 3/3/19

FOOD | R ECIP ES

The Weekly Crossword
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Ingredients:
Angel hair pasta (how much you use is between you and your God)
1 Tablespoon of olive oil
1 Tablespoon of salted butter
Half an onion, diced
All the garlic, minced
A drained can of mushrooms
1/3-1/2 cup of white wine (depending on how
much of the bottle you’re trying to drink vs how
saucy you like your pasta)
2-3 cans of clams
Optional: Spices, duh. My mom is making
me clam spaghetti as I write this, (ah, the perks of
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Contributed by Lily Soper
Want us to feature your student-friendly
recipe?
Email editor@montanakaimin.com
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67

ACROSS
1 Nut tree
6 Hit hard
10 Battery contents
14 Poetic ending
15 Luxurious
16 Be an omen of
17 In regard to
18 Bring up the rear
19 Denver's co-star
on a 60's sitcom
20 Litter's littlest
21 Surrender
22 Bellhop, often
23 Put out of
commission
25 Sudden gush
27 Suspicious
happenings
29 Ararat lander
32 Film genre
35 24 hours, for
Earth
37 Edible tuber
38 Cricket call
40 "So what ___ is
new?"
41 Non-union
workplace
43 Rent payer
45 Soup veggie
46 TV showing
48 Bedtime request
50 Discover
54 Impolite dinner
sound
56 Witch's blemish
58 ___ mortals
59 Fabled racer
60 Flippant
61 Popular pie nut
62 Doomsayer's
sign
63 Film unit
64 Bit of mischief

12

26

28

34

37

11

22

27

Directions:
First, boil water. On another burner, heat your
olive oil on medium-high in a skillet. Add your
onions and mushrooms (and red pepper) and get
to sautéing. Once the onions are translucent, add
your garlic.
Only cook the garlic for a minute or two — unless you like it burnt, in which case live your truth.
Once you can smell it, it’s ready. Add your wine
and boil it down. Getting drunk off your pasta
may sound fun, but I wouldn’t recommend it.
Once the wine is reduced, add your clams. I
just throw the whole can in at once, but if you’re
against eating sand you might want to drain the
juice. If you’re really that bougie, add the clams
for a couple minutes and then the juice. Simmer
for another couple minutes, add your pasta, and
boom: you’ve got clam spaghetti.

10
16

32

being home) and it seems really important to her
that I suggest adding crushed red pepper.

9

15

23

Fasten your seatbelts, folks, ‘cause this recipe is
going to change your whole damn life. Clam spaghetti is the single most delicious pasta known to
man, and I’m definitely not saying that because I
grew up eating it and have a sentimental attachment. Is it delicious? Definitely. Student friendly?
Sure! All you need is a full kitchen, access to wine,
preferably, a mom to make it for you and clams. If
you live in the dorms, this recipe might be tricky.
You can, however, take it to your parents’ house
for a weekend trip home. It’s so good, they might
even forgive you for failing that physics midterm.
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A meal to get you wine
drunk: Clam spaghetti

7

by Margie E. Burke

Copyright 2019 by The Puzzle Syndicate

65 Beaver's dad
66 Rubber-stamp
67 Mink, for one
DOWN
1 Uncle Sam
feature
2 Boredom
3 Makes level
4 2011 Matt
Damon film
5 Best seller
6 Ire
7 Fuel for the fire
8 Taxing job?
9 Bite-bullet link
10 Loathe
11 Something to
ride (on)
12 Motionless
13 Antelope's
playmate
21 Deciding factor
22 Sandwich fish
24 Recluse in a
Harper Lee novel
26 Grow house
sight

28 Bellyache
30 Gift for a
sweetheart
31 "Trick" joint
32 Mounted on
33 Hatteras, for one
34 Money manager
36 Bible division
39 Days before
Easter
42 Organ knob
44 Compass
direction
47 In a brusque
manner
49 Market indicator
51 Verso's opposite
52 Woodsy route
53 For this reason
54 Vegas attraction
55 Priest of the East
57 Field of
expertise
60 Prefix for claim
or cure
61 Ballet step
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The perfect espresso
for tea drinkers
NOELLE HUSER

noelle.huser@umconnect.umt.edu

A tour through Missoula’s
cinnamon roll scene
LYDIA MERCIER

mercier.lydia@umontana.edu

Montana’s late winter months can seem to
stretch on forever before spring’s salvation (and the
end of the semester). With the comforts of the holidays gone, students desperately search for small
moments of joy to alleviate near-permanent existential dread. One beacon of hope can be found in
a familiar place: Missoula’s coffee shops. Many not
only boast local coffee but also some formidable cinnamon buns. The portal to your happy place swirls
into the center, powered by the combined sheer
force of butter and sugar. Here’s a tour of the best
Missoula has to offer.

BREAK ESPRESSO

The Break’s bun sports a true icing - unlike the
others around town - and lots of it. A generous glaze
drips over the sides and seeps in between the swirls,
feeding the eyes nearly as much as the stomach. A
fluffy, albeit dry, pastry rolls around the perfect cinnamon-sugar ratio. Despite the “fuck-ton” of butter
that goes into these rolls, there is a considerable lack
of caramel-y stickiness, somewhat made up for by
the icing. Surrounded by brick walls bathed in dim,
yellow light, the cinnamon buns feels like it’s part of
a childhood memory. In short, this treat will warm
you. Paired with a double Americano with room for
cream, the Break’s bun also makes for a great study
buddy. $3.25 in the heart of downtown. (4/5)

SUDOKU

Edited by Margie E. Burke

Difficulty: Medium

THE BUTTERCUP MARKET AND CAFE

Baby blue gingham curtains and the bounty
of local goods makes The Buttercup Cafe feel like
Auntie Em’s farmhouse. The cinnamon rolls here
are hardy and homemade, rough around the edges as if they’ve lived off the land. More biscuit than
pastry, these buns are neither guilty pleasure nor
nonsense. A single, straightforward swirl moves
down the middle, and everything is topped with a
sensical yet seductive dollop of cream cheese frosting. Next to the pop of yellow provided by Buttercup’s bottomless coffee mugs, the bun’s sweet simplicity is fully appreciated. Be warned - the goods in
the pastry case are constantly rotating, so catching
these buns is part of the farm-fresh fun. $2.50 on
Helen Ave. (3/5)

Clyde Coffee’s rose matcha latte lends a
pleasantly aromatic enrichment to a silky
matcha latte.
Sip this lush bevvy in one of the most
aesthetically pleasing cafes in town, and
chances are you will run into someone you
know. This bustling little hub for Missoula creatives is fittingly located on the Hip
Strip and showcases some of the coolest
curations of artwork in town.
You will want to try this matcha latte if
you are in need of caffeine but are more of
a tea drinker than an espresso addict. Are
you a tea person but can’t forgo the milk?
No worries. Are you lactose intolerant?
Clyde has coconut, almond and soy milk
as well as their newest addition: oatmilk,
which has a sweet cereal taste that is oddly
satisfying.
Week of 2/25/19 - 3/3/19
A matcha latte tends to take on a vegThis warm drink will put a spring in
etal flavor from it’s green tea concentration, which makes it full-bodied but never your step. Not to mention, rose consumptoo sweet. The rose flavoring adds some tion has calming, uplifting and heart-opening benefits.
sweetness but in a subtle, floral way.
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WHEAT MONTANA BAKERY

If a heap of cream cheese frosting atop a facesized cinnamon bun isn’t enough to get you in the
UC Food Court, I don’t know what is. Wheat Montana Bakery’s bun is good, old-fashioned fun. The
frosting crown is a creamy, vintage yellow-vanilla
worthy of a wedding cake. The pastry is something only your grandmother could make. The
butter, sugar and cinnamon meld into a sticky caramel drool at the bottom of the bun. If that wasn’t
enough, these beauts also sport a generous drizzle
of icing. Grab a friend and some cheap coffee to cut
the richness. $4 in the UC. (5/5)
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ST Y L E | SNAZZY P ROFESS ORS

Katie Kane: English professor or style icon?
KAILYN MIDDLEMIST

kailynmiddlemist@gmail.com
Katie Kane, a longstanding English professor at the University of Montana, does
not walk into rooms. Instead, she breezes
into her classes, usually greeting her students with a drawled “Hello, darlings.”
Her black hair is slightly unkempt yet
somehow flowing. Most of all, her outfits,
on any given day, are startlingly chic for a
professor in a Montana town.
Kane has been interested in fashion
since she was a child growing up in North
Dakota. Some of her fondest memories are
of watching her mother get ready for Catholic mass. She’d wear long, Jackie O style
gloves and a black lace veil; she’d do her
makeup. Her outfits were dreary yet sophisticated, and Kane loved them.
“I was never going to fit in with everyone in North Dakota,” Kane said. “So, I
decided to embrace that and be excessive.”
Excessive she is. A blood red, faux fur
coat is thrown over the back of a chair in
her office, and the boots she’s wearing
(a gift from a friend) are named after a
woman who murdered her philandering
husband. Her statement piece is a red and
white vertical striped suit jacket.
Kane’s style isn’t a bit, although it is inevitably fun. For the professor, fashion is
as much a political statement as a way of
dressing. She only buys ethically sourced
clothing and makes her best efforts to shop
at local and small businesses.
Above all, though, Kane’s style is a
weapon against the patriarchy. She dresses
unlike any professor in the English department, and that’s no accident. Kane wants
to make a statement, countering heteronormative and masculine ideas of fashion and
interrupting the masculinist majority of
academia. And she’s not stopping anytime
soon.
“I’m committed to being excessive,”
Kane said.
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Katie Kane, an associate English professor at the University, is known by many for her fashion sense.
ELI IMADALI | MONTANA KAIMIN
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G A L L E RY | S K I -T E R N S H I P

Ski in, ski out: Cross-Country Hydrology
It was 14 degrees, not accounting for wind chill,
and snow coated the Rattlesnake. As the creek babbled on, its edges frozen with a few inches of ice,
the steady rhythm of skis slid gracefully over snow
breaking the silence of an otherwise quiet, cold
winter day.
Sawyer Meegan stopped at a cliff 20 feet above
the water, jammed his skis into the snow and
scrambled down.
Meegan, a resource conservation senior, knelt at
the creek’s edge and took the water’s temperature.
Today, Feb. 24, it was a half-degree above freezing.
Meegan is working to collect these and other
measurements as part of his internship with the
Watershed Education Network.
“I get to cross-country ski and learn about
something I think is really cool,” Meegan said.
His focus in hydrology, Meegan is conducting
research to find areas where groundwater upwells
into Rattlesnake Creek. To get to his sampling
sites, he cross-country skis from the main trail in
the Rattlesnake National Recreation Area with a
backpack full of gear. Typically, a few volunteers
help him with the research, but on Sunday, he was
alone.
His findings can tell researcplaces trout are
likely to seek refuge for the summer, since groundwater is colder than the creek’s surface water is in
the summers.

TOP: Meegan skis to his next sample site in the Rattlesnake National Recreation Area on Sunday, Feb. 24.
RIGHT: Ice accumulates in Meegan’s beard while he skis and conducts his research.
ABOVE: Meegan troubleshoots an issue with his water pump in Rattlesnake Creek. Research tools like water
pumps can often be finicky.

STORY A N D PH OTOS BY E L I I MA DA L I
montanakaimin.com February 27-March 5, 2019
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S PORTS | BODYBUILDING

Student competitor: ‘Cute doesn’t matter at the gym.’
LJ DAWSON

laura.dawson@umontana.edu
Darryan Gonzales’s life started slipping
over a year ago — missed classes, dropped
assignments, stuck in bed, loss of appetite,
inability to sleep. Her mental health deteriorated. She was in limbo. She needed
to take time off from school to establish a
healthy life sequence again.
Always an athlete before college, Gonzales never lost her competitive streak.
She walked back into the gym, picked up
free weights and started her body-building
journey with the help of a friend. It was a
change of lifestyle she didn’t even know
she needed.
At the same time, she chose to take a semester off college.
“I took the time to make the decision
that I needed a break from school, and I
was going to come back stronger,” Gonzales said.
Gonzales left her family in New Mexico
for cold Montana four years ago. She chose
UM so she could pursue a degree in music
and play in the marching band. She retired
from the band this fall.
She said the transition to Missoula was
isolating as a gay and brown woman over
a thousand miles away from her family.
She knew it was going to be different. She
just didn’t know how different. Her energy
was funneling into negative places that increased the severity of her depression and
anxiety.
She’s found an inclusive, diverse and
motivating community of women body
builders and trainers at the gym. Sometimes she just hangs out in Fuel Fitness, a
gym on Brooks Street with motivational
quotes covering the walls, just to return
later to train.
When Gonzales was growing up, her
dad was a big Arnold Schwarzenegger fan.
As a revolutionary icon in bodybuilding,
Schwarzenegger inspired her as she dove
into the history of the sport and the posing
techniques for competitions.
On the days when her mental health
feels the worst, the gym is what pulls Gonzales out of bed. She says bodybuilding and
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Body Builders Mikal Chancy, left, Darryan Gonzales and Tessa Pearson debate which pose to strike for the photo in the crossfit room at Fuel Fitness on Feb. 20, 2019.
Gonzales says that her friends and the encouraging environment at the gym are part of what helped her stick with her training. SARA DIGGINS | MONTANA KAIMIN
training with free weights gives her shots
of adrenaline and motivation to push herself. Pushing herself through weight training is how she stays in touch with her body.
Gonzales is not ashamed to talk about
her mental health because, as she says, “it’s
just as important as my physical health.”
She learned with the help of trainers
and experienced bodybuilders and built up
muscle quickly while learning to balance
rest days and her competitive mind with
her body’s need to recover.
Five months later, Gonzales competed
in the NPC Big Sky Championships, winning best posing routine and fourth place
in women’s physique. She did not walk out
with just two trophies in April, but the best
tool she has in her arsenal to approach her
mental health.
After weathering a back injury this past
fall that landed her in the hospital, Gonzales overcame the mental blocks of building

back up from an injury.
“I just needed to believe in my body,”
she said.
She was terrified she would lose all her
hard work the past months as she sat out
for recovery, but she learned to hold space
for her body to heal. And it did.
Gonzales is back to training, this time
for the Portland Classic Bodybuilding show
in August. She will graduate from UM next
spring.
Gonzales encourages females intimidated by weights and the gym to ask questions
and drop the concerns over their appearance while working out.
Though at first, she too felt the pressure to wear makeup to work out and the
intimidating assumption that everyone
was scrutinizing her at the gym, Gonzales
laughs that she now will walk into Fuel in
her pajamas.
“Cute doesn’t matter in the gym,” Gon-

zales said.
She’s found a community and team of
body builders, both female and male. The
3 a.m. wakeups for competitions with 4:30
a.m. makeup and tanning sessions without
food and liquids form a bond between competitors.
“The gym has made anxiety and depression so much more manageable,” Gonzales
said. She says the routine and discipline
are another tool alongside medication and
counseling.
“It’s probably the best tool I have in my
toolbox right now,” she said.
She likes being in the skin she’s wearing
now. But more than the muscles she’s built,
it is the mental strength that grew with the
hours she devoted to herself in the gym.
The kindness she showed her body in committing to herself helped rebuild a healthy
happy life that makes mental health more
approachable.

S PO RT S | COLU M N

What my Duke alum mom thought about Cat-Griz
LJ DAWSON

laura.dawson@umontana.edu
My mom, a Duke graduate of the late ‘70s,
attended her first ever Griz-Cat rivalry game
on Saturday.
I’m a broke student reporter, and an awful
daughter, so she got a general admission seat.
Other than needing binoculars to see the players clearly, I asked her what else was different
between Missoula and her experience with
the start of the glory days of Duke basketball,
when there was no 3-point line and underwear-wrapped basketballs were thrown onto
the court at opposing players.
During her time as a faithful attendee of
Duke games, the university president asked
the students to tone down the crowd antics.
She remembers signs being thrown up next
game that said, “Ref, we beg to differ,” instead
of obscenities.
She’s not suggesting fans stoop to that level
again, but she had some thoughts.
The sixth man lacked energy, she said. She
was disappointed in the quietness of Dahlberg Arena.
“The crowd shouldn’t just come for the free
T-shirts and go home,” my mom said.
Monte made a last-ditch effort toward the
end of the game to raise the crowd noise by
conducting the different sections. She thought
many of the people in the crowded arena
seemed like football fans in the middle of a
learning curve, trying to figure out basketball.
“Get off the phone, people. You have to pay
close attention. This isn’t football,” she said.
At Duke, students set up tents to be first
in line for game day, and the on-floor student
section surrounded the entire court. Saturday
night, Griz students waited over 30 minutes
and some were even turned away. The small
student section at UM stayed loud, but “F.T.C.”
chants on one side of the floor only carry so
far.
She thought it was great two students won
scholarships at halftime thanks to Seth Bodnar’s half-court shot. I broke the news to her
that Bodnar is actually our baby-faced president, not a student.
Maybe with binoculars, she might have
seen his recent grey hairs from his short ten-

ure weathering UM’s issues.
The Griz-Cat game packed the stadium
with over 7,000 people. Whether it was the
professional-looking moves of the Griz or the
first-half lethargy of the Cats, the sixth man
might not have felt needed because of the lead
UM held for the entire game.
“The team was good,” she said. “The fans
will come along.”
Maybe a better student section like Duke
could help the Grizzlies’ fans “come along,”
especially if they want to play a team like that
in the NCAA tournament.
Invest in students — am I right?

UM football player RJ Nelson, defensive end number
97, holds three fingers up indicating a three-point
shot late in the game. Nelson was accompanied by
other football players in the student section who
showed support for the men's basketball team.
DANIEL DUENSING | MONTANA KAIMIN
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S PORTS | GRIZ- CAT

Griz complete sweep of Cats, Lady Griz get swept
HENRY CHISHOLM & LJ DAWSON
henry.chisholm@umontana.edu
laura.dawson@umontana.edu

GRIZ 89, CATS 83

Despite closing to within three points of
the Griz with under two minutes to go, the
Cats lost 89-83 in the teams' second meeting of the season.
For most of the game, the Griz held a
comfortable 10-point lead, but Dahlberg
Arena still thrummed with the Griz-Cat
rivalry.
“These are the games we live for,”
Donaven Dorsey, a redshirt senior, said.
The team notched its 10th straight win,
giving Montana a 13-2 conference record
and a 20-6 overall record.
With senior forward Jamar Akoh sidelined by wrist and knee injuries for much
of the season, the team has been forced to
evolve. Akoh is out again with a knee injury with no set return date, but shots are
falling for the small lineups Montana puts
on the court. The team spread the floor like
butter on Saturday.
“A lot of my points come from my teammates putting me in the right spots,” Dorsey said. He made four of seven 3-pointers
and scored 16 total points.
“Donaven’s always ready to play,” Ahmaad Rorie, a redshirt senior said. “I can
see it in his eyes in warm-ups.”
Five of the Griz players hit double-figures, compared to four of the Cats. Rorie
managed team highs with seven rebounds
and eight assists. Sayeed Pridgett, a junior
guard, hit a team high of 20 points. He
sliced through the Cats defense for points
in the paint.
When baskets didn’t go in the first
time, the Griz followed up with offensive
rebounds to secure the score. The team
out-rebounded the Cats 11-8 on offensive
boards. When a team wins a game by six
points, those three rebounds can determine the difference.
“This group does a good job of sticking
together and taking the best shot and trusting each other,” Travis DeCuire, the Grizzlies' head coach, said.
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University of Montana junior guard Sayeed Pridgett puts a layup in for the Griz, dodging past Montana State University's junior forward Ladan Ricketts early in the
first half of the Brawl of the Wild game in Dahlberg Arena on Feb. 23. The Griz won the game 89-83. SARA DIGGINS | MONTANA KAIMIN
The Griz showed up the Cats in the first
half, something that Tyler Hall, an NBA
prospect and senior guard, acknowledged.
He said his team has struggled to come out
with energy at the beginning of games the
whole season.

“It’s a really good team to play catchup with, and we didn’t have it in us,” Hall
said.
“I know we lost, but that was two very
good titans clashing,” head MSU coach Brian Fish said.

“Travis had done a hell of a job coaching
them,” Fish said. But rivalry and basketball aside, he wanted to thank the Griz for
reaching out in support after his daughter
died two weeks ago.
“When it is real life stuff, the class Mon-

S PO RT S | G R I Z- C AT
The Cats picked up in the second half,
but the team could not claw its way past
the Griz. The number of 3-pointers the Griz
made was an ironic twist against the Cats,
a team headed by Hall who leads the Big
Sky Conference for 3-pointers made.
“I trust everybody can make a play,”
Rorie said of passing the ball around the
floor.
The Griz flowed like water. Without
Akoh on the court, everyone is going after the ball and owning the responsibility
rather than waiting for one guy to get it,
DeCuire said.

CATS 75, LADY GRIZ 71

Redshirt sophomore Gabi Harrington steals the ball from a Bobcat during the second quarter of the game.
SARA DIGGINS | MONTANA KAIMIN
tana showed to my wife and I is certainly
appreciated and something I won’t forget,”
Fish said.
“Fish is a phenomenal person, and I
have been competing against him for a
long time,” DeCuire said. DeCuire received
support from conference competitors when

his mother died five years ago. "It’s important for people to know they are not alone."
“The reality is that we are all human
and at the end of the day we all have
some sort of adversity we are going to go
through. We all need to acknowledge that,”
DeCuire said.

McKenzie Johnston nearly tied the Lady
Griz's game against the Bobcats with a circus shot in the closing seconds, but it didn't
fall and for the second time this season,
Montana State pulled out the win.
"I was doing anything that could create somebody else's shot or, if my shot was
there, take that," Johnston, the Lady Griz'
point guard, said.
The Bobcats beat the Lady Griz 75-71
at Dahlberg Arena, Saturday afternoon. A
win would have given Montana the inside
track to a bye in the Big Sky Tournament,
but now the team needs to win out and get
help for a chance to skip the first row.
Despite only leading for just over two
minutes, all in the first quarter, Montana
stayed within reach of the Bobcats for
the entire game. As time wound down in
the third quarter, redshirt junior point
guard McKenzie Johnston banked in a
three-quarter court shot to cut the Bobcat
lead to single digits.
"It was big in the sense that we needed
points then," Johnston said. "They were
starting to get away from us."
Johnston stayed hot in the fourth quarter, scoring 10 more points, but her effort
was only enough to keep the margin slim,
never to tie the game or pull ahead.
She made two free throws to pull within 70-68 with two minutes remaining, but
Montana State's Oliana Squires matched
them 40 seconds later.
Johnston sunk two more free throws
with 30 seconds remaining, to pull within
one point, but Squires made another before
the Lady Griz began their final possession

with 24 seconds on the clock. Montana
State led 73-71.
“I never felt like, in that fourth quarter,
we were trying to get the lead,” Johnston
said. “We were playing like we were in control and I think that’s what helped us come
back. We were taking good shots.”
Johnston got two tries to tie the game,
thanks to an offensive board from Lady
Griz senior Jace Henderson, but neither fell.
“I thought they were both going to go
in, so I was upset when they didn’t,” Johnston said.
Johnston was Montana's leading scorer and finished with a season-high 23
points on 7-of-13 shooting to go with nine
rebounds and seven assists. Her three
3-pointers in four tries were also her best
mark of the year.
She battled back-and-forth with Squires,
Montana State's point guard, who led the
Bobcats with 18 points, 11 of which came
from the free throw line.
"She's always competitve," Squires said
of Johnston. "It's nice to have a little bit of
competition."
Both teams got off to a hot start shooting.
Montana made four of its six first-quarter
3-point attempts and Montana State made
five of nine. Montana State led 26-21.
“Being able to find that outside game
is going to help us in the long run,” Henderson said. I’m excited to see where this
makes us a better team.”
They cooled off from there, possibly
because both teams' starters were forced
to play big minutes because of injuries.
Montana State was without 6-foot-1 sharpshooter Claire Lundberg, who tore her ACL
in early February. Montana is still missing
four guards, none of whom will return this
season.
"With our lack of depth right now, I
think in games like this we’re going to
make tired mistakes late," Schweyen said.
“We have kids playing 40 minutes.”
Montana pulled within one point at
halftime, but Montana State led 58-51 heading into the final quarter.
Redshirt sophomore guard Gabi Harrington was Montana's second-leading
scorer behind Johnston. She scored 14
points on 16 shots.
Emma Stockholm was the third Lady
Griz in double-figures, with 11 points.
montanakaimin.com February 27-March 5, 2019
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G A L L ERY | BAS KET BALL

Antics, enthusiasm, FTC: Dahlberg Arena sells out for Griz-Cat

ABOVE: A fan watches a University of Montana free
throw in the second half.
TOP LEFT: Fans hold up anti-Cats signs in the front
row of the student section. The sign on the left
shows a decreasing draft stock for Montana State
guard Tyler Hall. SARA DIGGINS | MONTANA KAIMIN
LEFT: University of Montana sophomore Kaulin
Freudenthal wears a Griz Hoops headband around his
straw hat in the student section. Headbands were
thrown to fans at the beginning of the Brawl of the
Wild rivalry game on Feb. 23, in celebration of senior
guard Bobby Moorehead’s signature look.
DANIEL DUENSING | MONTANA KAIMIN

A packed student section displayed its antics and enthusiasm at the highly anticipated Brawl of the Wild rivalry
basketball game Saturday evening in Dahlberg Arena.
Fans showed support for the men’s basketball team by wearing maroon and white striped overalls, ties with the
Griz logo, sweatbands thrown to the crowd, shirts embossed with “Beat State” and “FTC,” an acronym for “Fuck
the Cats.”
The rowdy supporters also sported anti-MSU signs such as “Bobcats Ski in Jeans!” and “Overrated.” One sign,
“Tyler Hall’s Draft Stock,” showed an arrow indicating a decrease per school year for the Montana State guard.
Dahlberg Arena recorded a sell-out of tickets with 7,135 people in attendance for the Griz victory.

FI N A L S COR E : G R I Z 89, CAT S 83
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